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A HIGH FIDELITY REAL-TIME SIMULATION
OF A SMALL TURBOSHAFT ENGINE
Mark G. Ball.in
Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
A high-fidellty component-type model and real-time digital simulation of the General
Electric T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine were developed for use with current generation
real-time blade-dement rotor helicopter simulations. A control system model based on the
specification fuel control system used in the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter is also pre-
sented. The modeling assumptions and real-time digital implementation methods particular
to the simulation of small turboshaft engines are described. The validity of the simulation
is demonstrated by comparison with analysis-oriented simulations developed by the manu-
facturer, available test data, and flight test time histories.
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NOMENCLATURE
area of exposed metal; used in heat-sink representation
seal-pressurization bleed fraction
power-turbine:balance bleed fraction
compressor-diffuser bleed fraction
specific heat of gas; used in heat-sink representation
specific heat of metal; used in heat-sink representation
ratio of fuel to atmospheric gas in combustor
convective heat transfer coefficient; used in heat-sink representation
station 2 enthalpy, Btu/lb,_
station 3 enthalpy, Btu/Ib,_
station 4.1 enthalpy, Btu/Ib,_
station 4.1 enthalpy not including heat-sink effects, Btu/tbm
station 4.4 enthalpy, Btu/lb,_
station 4.5 enthalpy, Btu/Ib,_
station 4.9 enthalpy, Btu/Ib,_
heating value of fuel, Btu/Ib,_
moment of inertia of all mass rigidly attached to the engine output
shaft, ft . Ibf • sec 2
moment of inertia of the rigid mass which represents the gas generator,
compressor, and the associated shafting, ft • Ibf • sec 2
moment of inertia of the load mass, ft • lbf • sec 2
moment of inertia of the power turbine and output shaft, ft • Ibf • sec 2
station 3 bleed-flow coefficient
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wl,
111
Kbl
Kdamp
Kdpb
KH2
K_3_
K_3_
K_412
KH45
Kp.3
KQc,
KQc2
KT411
KT412
KT45L
KT452
KT49_
KT492
_TH411
KTH412
K'TH451
fraction of diffuser bleed gas which is used m cool the gas generator
turbine blades
power turbine speed damping coefficient, ft • Ibi • sec/rad
combustor pressure drop coefficient, lb) • sec2 /Ib_ • in 4 , deg R
station 2 enthalpy coefficient, Btu/lb_. deg R
station 3 enthalpy coefficient, Btu/lb,_ • de9 R
station 3 enthalpy coefficient, Btu/Ib,_
station 4.1 enthalpy coefficient, Btu/Ib,, • deg R
station 4.1 enthalpy coefficient, Btu/Ib,_
fraction of station 4.4 enthalpy used to represent station 4.5 enthalpy
fraction of total pressure at station 3 used to represent
static pressure at station 3
empirically-determined compressor torque coefficient
empirically-determined compressor torque coefficient
station 4.1 temperature coefficient, ib_. deg R/Btu
station 4.1 temperature coefficient, deg R
station 4.5 temperature coefficient, Ib_, deg R/Btu
station 4.5 temperature coefficient, deg R
station 4.9 temperature coefficient, Ib_ • deg R/ Btu
station 4.9 temperature coefficient, deg R
station 4.1 velocity ratio coefficient, 1  de9 R
station 4.1 velocity ratio coefficient
station 4.5 velocity ratio coefficient, 1/deg R
iv
K'TH452
Kv3
KV41
Kv45
Kw_
M
N G d_,
NP
N P,_.
P1
P2
P3
P41
P45
P49
P_.,b
P_3
P.9
Pad
Q QCC
station 4.5 velocity ratio coefficient
station 3 volume coefficient, lbf / in 2 • Ib,_ • deg R
station 4.1 volume coefficient, lbf/in 2 • lb,_ • deg R
station 4.5 volume coefficient, lb ff in 2 • lb_ • deg R
station 4.1 flow coefficient, Ib,_ • in 2/lbf. sec
mass of metal that absorbs heat energy from gas; used in heat-sink
representation
rotational speed of compressor and gas generator, rpm
corrected compressor and gas generator speed; a nonphysical value
which is independent of inlet conditions, rpm
design rotational speed of the gas generator and compressor, rpm
rotational speed of power turbine and output shaft, rpm
design rotational speed of power turbine and output shaft, rpm
station 1 total pressure, Ibf/in 2
station 2 total pressure, Ibf/in 2
station 3 total pressure, lbf/in 2
station 4.1 total pressure, Ibl/in 2
station 4.5 total pressure, Ibf/ir_
station 4.9 total pressure, Ibi/in 2
ambient pressure, lbf /in 2
station 3 static ?ressure; a fuel-control-system parameter, Ibf/in 2
station 9 static pressure, Ibf/in 2
standard-day pressure, Ibf / in 2
torque required for helicopter accessory power, ft. Ibf
V
Qc
Q damp
Q_w
QcT
QPr
Qreq
Qt_
T1
T2
T3
T41
T41,_
T 41sg,_
T45
T49
TCT41
torque required by compressor, ft • Ibf
torque required by helicopter gearbox (gearbox damping), ft • Ibf
torque transmitted to helicopter gearbox from both engines, ft • Ibf
torque output of gas generator, ft. lb!
torque required by helicopter main rotor, ft • Ibf
torque output of power turbine, ft • Ibf
torque required by external load with respect to power turbine speed, ft • Ibf
torque required by helicopter tail rotor, ft • lbf
station 1 temperature, deg R
station 2 temperature, deg R
station 3 temperature, deg R
station 4.1 temperature, deg R
station 4.1 temperature not including heat-sink effects, deg R
heat-sink function
station 4.5 temperature, deg R
station 4.9 temperature, deg R
ambient temperature, deg R
empirically determined constant used in station 4.1 heat-sink
representation, Ibm. sec_ /deg R_;
temperature of gas entering the heat-sink representation control volume
temperature of gas leaving the heat-sink representation control volume
temperature of exposed metal as used in heat-sink representation
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AHpr
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02
041
045
standard atmosphere temperature at sea-level, deg R
station 4.1 mass flow rate of combustion gases, Ib.Jsec
station 4.5 mass flow rate of combustion gases, Ib,_/sec
corrected station 4.5 mass flow rate of combustion gases, Ib.Jsec
station 2 mass-flow rate of atmospheric gas, lb,_/sec
station 2.4 bleed flow of atmospheric gas, lb.,/sec
corrected station 2 mass-flow rate of atmospheric gas, Ib._/sec
station 3 mass flow rate of atmospheric gas, lb,_/sec
station 3.1 mass flow rate of atmospheric gas, Ib_,/sec
diffuser bleed discharge flow, Ib._/sec
fuel flow, lb._/sec
mass flow rate of gas into heat-sink representation control volume
ratio of inlet pressure to sea-level pressure
gas-generator-turbine enthalpy drop, Btu/lb._
power turbine enthalpy drop, Btu/Ib,_
combustor efficiency
heat-sink lead time constant for a trim operating condition;
used in small-perturbation representation, sec
heat-sink lag time constant for a trim operating condition;
used in small-perturbation representation, sec
ratio of inlet temperature to standard-day temperature
station 4.1 squared-critical-velocity ratio
station 4.5 squared-critical-velocity ratio
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A HIGH FIDELITY REAL-TIME SIMULATION
OFA SMALL TURBOSHAFTENGINE
Mark G.Ballin
AmesResearchCenter
SUMMARY
A high-fidelity component-type model and real-time digital simulation of the General Electric
T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine were developed for use with current generation real-time blade-element
rotor helicopter simulations. A control system model based on the specification fuel control system used
in the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter is also presented. The modeling assumptions and real-time digital
implementation methods particular to the simulation of small turboshaft engines are described. The valid-
ity of the simulation is demonstrated by comparison with analysis-oriented simulations developed by the
manufacturer, available test data, and flight-test time histories.
INTRODUCTION
The accurate representation of propulsion system performance and dynamic response to changing
load conditions is becoming an important component in experimental handling-qualities investigations of
rotorcraft. A high level of sophistication in modeling of the powerplant, drive train, and all power require-
ments of the vehicle is necessary to achieve an accurate representation of vehicle performance and dynamic
response, especially for such demanding mission tasks as nap-of-the-earth flight. It is also important for
simulations of off-design vehicle configurations and in exploring expanded mission requirements for a
particular vehicle. A real-time representation of the propulsion system is required for piloted simulation.
Piloted simulation enables efficient determination of requirements made on the propulsion system as well
as the response of the pilot to the interaction of the propulsion system with thc vehicle.
High-fidelity propulsion system modeling is particularly necessary in the investigation of integrated
flight and propulsion controls for rotorcraft. As shown in figure 1, much dynamic interaction between the
rotor, drive train, and propulsion system takes place at or below the once-per-revolution frequency of the ro-
tor (ref. 1). The present generation of real-time blade-element rotor helicopter simulations such as Sikorsky
Gen HeI (ref. 2) can accurately model individual blade dynamics up to the one-per-revolution frequency.
A real-time model which correctly represents propulsion-system dynamic response at a high bandwidth is
therefore necessary. In addition, advanced propulsion-control strategies may involve monitoring or esti-
mation of internal engine states, so an accurate internal representation of the engine is required, necause
the load demand of rotorcraq propulsion systems typically varies from zero power to full power, the model
must be valid over the full power range of the actual engine. It must also be valid over a complete range
of ambient operating conditions. Engine parameters of primary importance to real-time handling qualities
investigations include the output torque and dynamics of the gas turbines, both of which are necessary for
pilot sound cuing as well as for modeling of power output. Also important are parameters used by the fuel
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Figure 1: Modal frequencies of interest in engine and fuel-control design and modeling (ref. 3).
control system,suchascompressordischargestaticpressureandinternalenginetemperatures.Of some-
what lessimportanceto piloted simulationarethe internalmassflows, which maybe usedto determine
proximity to limits suchascompressorstall.
In theavailablereal-timemodels,enginedynamicsarerepresentedby experimentallydetermined
partialderivativesof changesof outputtorquetochangesin turbinespeedsandfuel flow. Suchmodelsare
unsatisfactorybecauseneededinternalenginestatesmaynotbemodeled.In addition,dynamiccharacter-
isticsof theexistingmodelshavebeenshownto beincorrectin comparisonwith experimentaldata(ref.4).
Partial-derivativemodelstend to bevalid only for a limited rangeof operatingconditions.Becausethey
arenot basedon thephysicalphenomenawhich theyrepresent,their validity is alwaysin questionwhen
usedunderconditionsfor whichtheyarenotdesigned.
An acceptablelevel of fidelity is canbeachievedby usinganenginemodelmadeup of individ-
ual enginecomponents,eachof which is modeledbasedon thermodynamiclaws governingtheengine
cycle. Suchcomponent-typesimulationsareusedby enginemanufacturersto studythe steady-stateand
transientbehaviorof engines,but they areusually far too complexfor usein real-time digital simula-
tion. A componentenginemodelwhich is simplifiedfor real-timeuseis themostpromisingalternativeto
partial-derivativeenginerepresentations.
As partof areal-timesimulationstudyof theeffectsof propulsioncontrol onhelicopterhandling
qualities,acurrent-generationturboshaftenginewasdevelopedfor usewith theSikorskyGenHel blade-
elementsimulation. A versionof GenHel representativeof the UH-60A Black Hawk wasavailableat
Ames,soits powerplant,theGeneralElectric (GE)T700,waschosen.In addition,accuratephysicalmod-
elsof thefuel control system,mechanicalactuatorsandlinkages,andtheenginesensorsweredeveloped
to anequivalentlevel of sophistication.They arenecessaryfor a correctrepresentationof closed-loop
propulsionsystemdynamics,engineprotectioncontrol,andtheeffectsof controlmodification.Thispaper
describesthedevelopmentof areal-timesimplified-componentrepresentationof the engine.Modelsof
theenginesensors,thefuel controlsystem,andcontrolactuatorsarealsopresented,but withoutextensive
discussion.Notethat all usesof "rotor" in thispaperrefer to thehelicoptermainor tail rotor system,and
not to engineturbinerotors.
I would like to expressappreciationto Dr. RobertT. N. Chenof theFlight DynamicsandControls
Branchfor his aid andadvicein the developmentof linearmodelsusedto verify the volumedynamics
approximation.RichardMcFarlandof theSimulationInvestigationsBranchprovidedexplanationsof real-
timenumericalmethods,hardwareconstraints,andsoftwareinterfacingthatwereinvaluablein developing
an acceptablereal-time simulationcode. Specialthanksaregiven to Mr. Dan Gilmore of theGeneral
ElectricCorporation. Mr. Gilmore wasof t,emcr.:loushelp in providing thedatausedin the validation
effort,andhissuggestionsfor improvementstoandexpansionof theengineaJ_dfuelcontrolsystemmodels
werecritical to obtainingavalid simulation.
ENGINE AND FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM
The engine modeled "s a T700-GE-700 (fig. 2), a small turboshaft engine of the 1600-hp clas_ _hich
powers the UH-60A Black hawk helicopter. It consists of a five-stage axial and a single-stage centrifugal
flow compressor; a low-fuel-pressure, flowthrough annular combustion chamber; a two-stage axial flow
gas generator turbine; and a two-stage independent power turbine (ref. 5). The first two stages of the
compressor use variable-geometry inlet guide vanes and stator vanes, and air is bled from the compressor
exit to cool the gas generator turbine. The power turbine, which is uncooled, has a coaxial driveshaft which
extends forward through the front of the engine where it is connected to the output shaft assembly.
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Figure 2: General Electric T700-GE-700 engine. (From ref. 6.)
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The TT00 fuel control system provides power modulation for speed control, overtemperature pro-
tection, and load sharing between engines for multiple-engine installations. It consists of a hydromechan-
ical control unit (HMU) for fuel metering as a function of schedules of gas generator speed and power
demand, and an electrical control unit (ECU) which performs isochronous power-turbine speed governing
and overtemperature protection fief. 6). The HMU consists of a high pressure vane pump and mechanical
cams which impose acceleration, deceleration, topping, and idle schedules as functions of inlet tempera-
ture and gas generator speed. A feed-forward compensation of load demand is achieved by adjusting the
set point as a function of the helicopter collective control position. The compressor variable geometry
is also controlled as a function of inlet temperature and gas generator speed. The ECU provides output
shaft speed-control by driving a torque motor in the HMU based on a power-turbine-speed error signal.
The torque motor adjusts the HMU fuel demand downward, so that an electrical system failure results in
maximum power. Power turbine inlet temperature is also monitored; fuel flow is reduced when it exceeds
limits. Load sharing is also provided; fuel flow is adjusted if torque is determined to be lower than that of
another engine operating in parallel.
The drive train which transmits power to the helicopter requires a high gear-ratio transmission
which reduces the engine shaft speed to a level usable by the rotor system. It transfers power to the main
rotor, tail rotor, and accessory loads. Because power requirements of a helicopter are zero during certain
conditions such as autorotation, power from each engine must also pass through a clutch which disengages
the engine from the gearbox if transmission speed exceeds that of the engine shaft.
ENGINE MODEL
Gas turbine engines convert heat energy into useful work by expanding gases and forcing them to
rotate turbines. A typical free-turbine turboshaft engine consists of four major components: the compres-
sor, the combustor, the gas generator, and the power turbine. Chemical energy is converted to heat in the
combustor. Heat causes the expansion of gas which rotates the gas generator turbine. The gas generator
is directly linked to the compressor, which compresses atmospheric gas for use in the combustor. Energy
which is not consumed by the gas generator is extracted by the power turbine as the expanding gases pass
through it. The power turbine, which is also called the free or independent turbine, is not connected to the
other rotating components. Because of this, a turboshaft engine can operate from full to zero power levels
while maintaining a specified output shaft speed. Any description of the operating point of a free-turbine
turboshaft engine is therefore dependent on 'Se speeds of both the gas generator and the power turbines.
The four major components are separated by fluid mixing volumes, each of which is associated
with flow passages within the engine where thermodynamic states are quantifiable. States of the gas in
each control volume are expressed in terms of pressure, temperature, and mass flow. They are determined
as functions of energy transfer across each component. Equations describe each component in terms of
the state of the component, thermodynamic states upstream and downstream of the component, energy
applied to or taken from the. component, and efficiencies of energy transfer. Conservation of m_s " us _"_
to determine the values of nass flows into and out of each control volume. Dynamics of the rotating
components are modeled by relating changes of angular rotation of a given component to its moment of
inertia and the applied torque. A load from an external source is required to determine power turbine (and
output shaft) speed. Losses associated with fluid dynamic or mechanical processes are represented by
single- or multivariable functions based on previously-derived or empirical data. Inputs consist of ambient
temperature and pressure at the inlet, pressure at the exhaust, fuel flow, and load torque.
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Figure3 is a representationof themajor enginecomponentsandlocations,or stations,within the
enginewherethermodynamicstatesof thegasmustbemodeled.Thesix compressorstagesandvariable-
geometryflow vanesarerepresentedwith thecompressorcomponent,betweenstations2and3. Bleedflow
which is usedfor sealpressurizationandpowerturbinebalanceisextractedfrom stage4 of thecompressor,
which is representedby station2.4. Station3 is the compressordiffuser,or outlet. Flow is bled at this
point to cool the combustorand gasgeneratorturbine. Station3.I is the combustorandstation4.1 is
andgas-generator-turbine Thetwothe mixing volumerepresentingthec0mbus_or_utlet inlet, stagesof
the gasgeneratorturbine aremodeledby the generatorturbinecomponent. Station4.4 representsthe
thermodynamicstateof outputgasespassingthroughthis turbine,not including theeffectsof thecooling
bleedflow. Theseeffectsareaddedatstation4.5,whichrepresentsthepowerturbineinlet. Thetwo-stage
powerturbineis representedby thepowerturbinecomponent.Station4.9 is thepowerturbineoutlet,and
station9 is theengineexhaust.
Development History
As a part of ongoing research in turboshaft engine technology, a component-type mathematical
model was developed by NASA Lewis Research Center for real-time hybrid computer simulation (ref. 7).
It is a greatly simplified version of the nonreal-time component-type digital simulation developed by GE.
It is capable of representing the operating condition of the major internal engine components as well as
the engine thermodynamic cycle. It was chosen to serve as the basis for development of a real-time digital
simulation.
Modeling simplifications made in the development of the NASA-Lewis hybrid simulation model
were based on a general simulation technique developed at NASA-Lewis (ref. 8) as well as experience
with small turboshaft engines. Power turbine efficiency as a function of its speed was neglected because,
for the designed use of the model, the power turbine deviates from design speed by only a few percent.
No modeling of compressor surge, heat-sink losses, or exhaust pressure losses was attempted. Linear rela-
tionships were used to describe secondary effects such as bleed flows. Dynamics of the variable geometry
guide vanes also were assumed to be instantaneous. A digital program was developed using CSMP, a
high-level system modeling language. It accurately reproduced steady-state operation of an experimental
test article operated at Lewis Research Center. A real-time fixed-point version of this program was then
written for use in interfacing with control system hardware at Lewis Research Center. Because of the lack
of transient data, no validation of engine dynamic characteristics was performed in this phase of the model
development (ref. 7).
A real-time digital simulation was developed in FORTRAN at NASA Ames, based on the NASA
Lewis hybrid model. During the validation effort for the real-time simulation, some expansion of the model
was found to be necessary. A function representing station 4.9 total pressure was added, and a model of the
nonadiabatic energy transfer at station 4.1 was required. A power-turbine damping factor was also added
to aid in matching transient response at low power levels. In each case, models developed by GE were
used.
Model Component Equations
The equations which describe the complete engine mathematical model are given below. As will
be described in the Volume Dynamics Approximation section, implementation of the model for real-time
6
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Figure 3: Primary components of a small turboshaft engine.
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userequiredsomesimplification of the equations. Model constants and plots of mass-flow and energy
functions which are specific to the T700-GE-700 engine are presented in Appendix A.
Pressure and temperature stagnation effects have been found to roughly offset the aircraft inlet
losses over most of the aircraft flight envelope. Total pressure P2 and temperature T2 are therefore
estimated to be equal to the static ambient conditions.
P2 = P 1 = Pa_b
T2 = T 1 = T_b
Station 2 enthalpy is calculated from station 2 temperature.
(1)
(2)
H2 = KH2 • T2
Static pressure at station 3 is represented as a linear function of the total pressure.
(3)
/:',3 = Kp,3 • P3 (4)
The gas-generator turbine speed is corrected by the square root of a nondimensional temperature
parameter.
T2
02 = m (5)
Ta,_
NG
NG,= _ (6)
On the actual engine, two stages of the compressor contain variable-angle stator vanes to achieve
rapid compressor acceleration without stall and to optimize fuel consumption. Vane position is controlled
by the HMU as a function of T2 and NG. In order to minimize complexity of the real-time model,
corrected compressor airflow is determined from a performance map which is a function of corrected
station-3 static pressure and corrected gas generator speed only. This assumes that for any instant in time,
the variable-geometry stator vanes are in the nominal design position for a given operating point of the
compressor.
WA2_ = fl k P2 ' NG_ (7)
P2
62 = -- (8)
Pad
W A2 = WA2c _O z (9)
l
Temperature and enthalpy changes from stations 2 to 3 are determined as a function of the change
of pressure across the compressor component.
( P,3 ) (10)
T3=T2.f2\p2/
H3 = Kar3, T3 + K_32 (11)
Thenonlinearfractionsof bleedflow arealsodeterminedfrom function maps.Actual bleedflows
are thendeterminedfrom the bleedfractions. Flow extractedat station2.4 actsto pressurizethe seals,
preventingoil lossandkeepinghot gases,dust,andmoistureout of theoil sumps.In addition,theflow is
usedto pressurizethepower-turbinebalancepiston,whichprovidesaforwardforceon thepowerturbine
to alleviatesomeof thethrustloadon theturbinebearing.Thediffuserdischargeair, WA3bt, is used to
cool the combustion liner and the gas-generator-turbine blades and shrouds. The fraction of the bleed flow
used to cool the gas generator is reintroduced to the gas path downstream of the gas generator turbine. The
turbine blades are cooled internally and the bleed gas is then released through a shower-head-type series
of nozzles.
B_ = f3 ( NGc) (12)
B2 = f4 (WA2c) (13)
B3 = f5 (WA2,) (14)
WA24bt = WA2( BI + B2) (15)
WA3u = WA2( B3 + Kb3) (16)
The fraction of mass flow at the diffuser is determined by subtracting the compressor stage-4 bleed
flow from flow entering the compressor.
WA3 = WA2 - WA24bl (17)
The combustor mass flow and efficiency are nonlinear functions of inlet and outlet pressures, inlet
temperature, and the fuel-to-air ratio. Change of enthalpy across the combustor is also a function of the
heating value of the fuel.
_]P3( P3 - P41)
WA31 = V ]rf---_-pb:_ (18)
FAR= IV 
WA31 (19)
rl = f6 (FAR) (20)
H3 + ,1 • FAR. HVF
H41,_ = (21)
1 + FAR
The value of the temperature at station 4.1 without heat-sink dynamics is a function of enthalpy.
T41,_ = Kr4hH41,_ + Kr412 (22)
The temperature at station 4.1 is expressed as a transfer function with slowly varying coefficient,.
(See the following subsection.) If no heat-sink representation is used, T41 = T41,_.
T41 = T41,.., . f,(T41, T41_, W41, NG_)
H41 = KH4hT41 + KH412
(23)
(24)
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As describedin reference7, acritical velocityparameterisusedto calculateanenthalpychangepa-
rameterfor thegasgeneratorturbineasafunctionof pressureratioonly.Actualenthalpydropis calculated
by multiplying thisparameterby thesquaredcritical velocityratio. Exit enthalpyis thendetermined.
O41 - KTH41_T41 + KTH412
( P45'_
A HGT = 041 • f7 k,_]
H44 = H4! - a H6,,r
(25)
(26)
(27)
Over the normal operating range of the engine, a choked nozzle equation is adequate to calculate
the mass flow.
P41
W41 = Kw6,r/ff._41 (28)
At station 4.5, gases from the station 4.4 and cooling-bleed flow from the compressor are mixed
before passing through the power turbine. The enthalpy of the mixed gases is proportional to enthalpy at
station 4.4. Temperature is then determined from enthalpy.
H45 = KH45 H44 (29)
T45 = KT451 H45 + Kras_ (30)
A power-turbine enthalpy drop parameter is determined as a function of pressure ratio across the
turbine, as described for the gas-generator turbine. In addition, mass flow is determined as a function of
pressure ratio only.
045 = K'TH4517"45 + KTH452
(P49)
_Her = 045 • fs kff-45/
(P,9)
W45, = f9 \_]
P45
W45 = W45,
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
Station 4.9 enthalpy and temperature are determined from the change in enthalpy across the power
turbine,
H49 = H45 - A HIT (35)
T49 = Kr491 H49 + Kr492 (36)
Station 4.9 pressure is deiermined from a nonlinear function map of gas generator speed (provided
by GE).
P,9 = Po,,b (37)
P49 = P,9 • flo (NGc) (38)
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Values of torque which are output or required by the engine are determined from the changes in
energy across the compressor and turbines. Effects of the compressor interstage bleed flows are accounted
for with an empirically determined function. A damping factor based on change of power turbine speed is
an additional term in the power turbine torque equation.
60 1
Qc = 778.12 • 2---_ NG {WA2(KQc_ H3 - H2) + WA3 • KQea H3 } (39)
60 1
Qcr = 778.12 • 2_r NG " W41AHcr (40)
60 1 2rr
Qer = 778.12 • 2---_" N-'-'ft' W45t_/-/pr - K_p. _-_. (NP - NP_,) (41)
Conservation of mass is applied to determine intervolume pressure dynamics for stations 3, 4.1,
and 4.5.
P3 = Kv3 f T3(WA3 - WA3bt- WA31)dt
P41 = Kv4_ f T41(WA31 - Ws - W41)dt
P45 = Kv45 f T45(W41 - W45 + B3 KbtWA2) dt
(42)
(43)
(44)
Turbine speeds are determined as a function of the externally-applied torques by assuming conser-
vation of angular momentum.
60 Qcr - Qc dt
NG = _ f _ (45)
J = JPr + Jt_d
60 /" Or, r - Q,.q dtJNP= 2tr J
(46)
(47)
Heat-Sink Model
Early in the validation effort, the modeling of nonadiabatic processes occurring in areas of large
temperature gradients was found to be necessary for correct transient response. There is a transient energy
transfer which is caused by the metal mass of the turbine absorbing heat from the hot gas. This is especially
significant at station 4.1, immediately downstream of the combustor. Known as the heat-sink effect, this
phenomenon can be modeled as a lumped parameter system with the heat transfer equations.
dT" 
c_M dt = hA,,( Tg, - T,,) (48)
dT,,,
c_Wg( Tg,- Tg,) = c_M "_ (49)
The first equation relates the change in metal temperature to the difference between metal and gas
temperatures, and the second equation represents the effect of this change of metal temperature on the gas.
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This model is providedby GE andis identicalto the modelusedin transientanalysissimulations.The
aboveequationscanbeexpressedasthetransferfunction
Tgo T41 ( hAu-_,- _-Sm'_
_= = %_/s+ 1 (50)
Tg, T41,_ _ + 1hA,,, 8
The time constant _ is known to be a function of mass flow and gas temperature.
hA,,,
Mc_,,, = TCT4Z • _ (51)
"-------r
ham W41 _r
where TCT41 is an empirically determined constant. The value of _ varies as a function of gas generator
speed.
T41,g,_ = fh..(NGc) (52)
M c_ T41,9,_
Wgc_ W41
(53)
REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION
Because of the high-frequency dynamics contained in the described model, the model must be
simplified for use with real-time rotorcraft simulations. The following sections describe the approximations
made.
Volume Dynamics Approximation
Each of the control volumes within the engine is associated with a temperature, pressure, and change
of mass of the air and fuel mixture. During steady-state operation of the engine, a state of equilibrium exists
between the control volumes for each of these parameters. A change in the state of any control volume
creates pressure and mass flow changes in the other control volumes until a new equilibrium is achieved.
The dynamics associated with this change of equilibrium are very rapid, especially for a small turboshaft
engine for which control volumes are small compared to the high mass flows. They are well outside the
bandwidth of interest for piloted handling qualities investigations. The discrete modeling of such high-
frequency dynamics necessitates stepping forward in time in extremely small increments, resulting in a
high computation overhead which is unacceptable for real-time simulation.
Therefore, it must be assumed that pr_ ssures and mass flows within the mixing volumes are in equi-
librium at all times. Such a quasi-steady approximation is only valid if it can be shown that the eliminated
dynamics have a negligible effect on the lower-frequency engine dynamics. Several existing real-time
simulations do make this approximation to engine volume dynamics (refs. 9, 10, 11, and 12). However,
the characteristicly high bandwidth of blade-element rotor simulations requires a high propulsion-system
model bandwidth. The validity of the approximation therefore requires a closer investigation when applied
to a small turboshaft engine which is coupled to a high-fidelity helicopter simulation.
The volume dynamics approximation was shown to be valid for small turboshaft engines by com-
parison of linear representations of two nonlinear digital simulations, one of which modeled component
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volumesusing the quasi-steadyapproximation.The other simulation contained full volume dynamics.
Because of nonlinear turbine-efficiency and mass-flow relationships, the dynamic response of a turboshaft
engine may generally not be described linearly. However, a linear model which is accurate for small per-
turbations about one operating point is useful in evaluating the open-loop engine response to a fuel-flow
input.
The linear perturbation models were extracted from the complete nonlinear digital simulation and
a reduced-order nonlinear simulation which contained the volume dynamics approximation. Because the
station 4.1 heat-sink approximation was added to both models as a linear lead-lag representation, it was
not included in the analysis. The resulting five degrees:of-freedom represented were pressures at stations
3, 4.1, and 4.5 and the two turbine speeds. In state-equation form,
= A5 + bW! (54)
where
NP
"_= P3
P41
P45
A
0t¢_._¢ aN...__c a_¢¢ a,,¢¢ o,v;¢
one aNP aP3 ap4_ _'_
#_tp o_¢P i2_¢P a_P ONP
aNG 0NP 0P3 0P41 0P45
0/_3 0/_3 OP3 0/_3 OP3
aNP aP3 OP41
ONG c_NP OP3 aP41 OP_
0P45 0P45 _P_5 OP;_5 OPt5
ONC ONP OP3 aP41 0P45
ON____P
0P45
0wl
The model containing the nonlinear volume dynamics approximation is represented by the two turbine-
speed degrees-of-freedom.
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For afurthercomparison,athird linearmodelwascreatedby eliminatingthestatescorresponding
to thevolumedynamicsin thefive-degree-of-freedom odel. Orderreductionwasperformedby setting
thestatederivatives/63, P41, and P45 to zero and solving the equations for the remaining two states.
Stability derivatives were extracted from the nonlinear simulations by suppressing all integrations
after trimming the simulation at a desired operating condition. Each state or control was then individually
perturbed and the effects of its change were determined in the state derivatives at the input of each inte-
grator. The central-difference extraction method that was used perturbs each state or control variable in
both positive and negative directions. A perturbation step-size of plus or minus two percent of equilibruim
conditions was considered to be adequate based on the rotor speed deviations experienced by current-
generation helicopters. During the derivative extraction process, the rotor was allowed to reach a new
equilibrium after each perturbation to eliminate dynamics of the rotor blade lag degree-of-freedom. The
rotor was allowed to rotate an exact-integer number of revolutions between extractions, resulting in rotor
blade azimuths which were unchanging for each extraction. In this way, first harmonic changes of required
torque which occur in blade-element rotor simulations were eliminated from the linear model.
For a linear representation of the dynamics of the applied load, the small-perturbation extraction
method was applied to the Gen Hel UH-60A blade-element helicopter simulation. A model consisting of
two linear elements was used. A derivative representing the change of load torque with respect to power
turbine speed was used to model steady-state change of torque with a change of rotor speed. The change
of load torque with respect to power turbine acceleration was also needed to model the rotor inertia which
manifests itself as a shear force transient at the rotor hub lag-hinge.
aQ"eq-aNP + aQ"eq aN_P (55)
aQ,,_ = ONP ON---P
The term Q,-eq is defined as load or "required" torque with respect to power turbine speed. All
vehicle simulation load contributions are included in the required torque term.
Q,cq = Q,_, + Qt, + Q_cc + Qd_,_v (56)
Engine output torque is assumed to be a linear function of NP, the other states, and the fuel flow,
W f"
OQ,,_ Do OQ,,_
AQ,,_ = _ _ AXj+ ONP _ (57)
where x/represents the remaining four states. For the two-degree-of-freedom model extraction, x/repre-
sents the gas-generator-turbine speed state.
Coefficients of the NP equation were determined by relating the change in angular speed to the
net torque.
AA/P = (t, Qe_ - aQreq)/J (58)
The moment of inertia, J, is the sum of inertias of the power turbine, drive train, and rotor hub.
Rotor blade inertias are not included in J; effects of these inertias are reflected in the _ term. A linear
_NP
equation may be written for A/VP in terms of the extracted derivatives and the state perturbations.
1 1 _ OQ_,_ Axj +
a ff P = '°-qm S a x----_ --f \ -ff-ffff O N P j a N P + A W y (59)1 + 7 one JOWI
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Theresultingelementsof thestateandcontrolmatricesfor thepower-turbinespeedstateare
B .Q,.__
axj
A2j = -_,j = 1,3 - 5 (60)
J + aNP
A2,2 = ONe -- ONP (61)j + aQ_m
BNP
b2 = aw¢ (62)
Although it is not a complete model of the dynamics of the rotor and drive train, this linear load
representation is adequate to model the large-scale changes of required power about a trim flight condition.
Because the rotor system and drive train are modeled with a single degree of freedom, the effects of blade
lagging and first harmonic variations in required torque are not represented. It is usable over the full range
of the helicopter simulation, and is therefore useful in illustrating the changes of engine dynamics over the
operating envelope of the aircraft.
A comparison of the simulation and the linear models for a high-power flight condition is shown in
figure 4. Both the complete five-degree-of-freedom and the two-degree-of-freedom perturbation models
are good representions of engine response. Errors associated with changes in trim are small, and transient
responses of internal engine states are reproduced well. The reduced-order linear model response is nearly
identical to that of the extracted linear models. Note that higher-order dynamics can be seen in the sim-
ulation power turbine response. This is a result of neglecting rotor-blade lag dynamics and the effects of
rotor azimuthal variation in the linear rotor-load representation.
Appendix B gives the extracted small-perturbation models for three typical flight conditions. Ref-
erence 1 suggests that high-power conditions correspond to a more linear engine response, resulting in a
more accurate linear model. For the T700 implementation, low power response was found to be quite lin-
ear, at least to power levels corresponding to the UH-60A bucket speed (trim condition 2 of Appendix B).
At lower power levels which occur in a near-autorotative descent flight condition (trim condition 3), engine
response is slightly less linear.
Eigenvalues of the linear models for three trim conditions are shown in table 1. The five-degree-
of-freedom extracted model consists of five stable, nonoscillatory modes. The power turbine state is com-
pletely decoupled from the other states. TI'= neglected dynamics of the simplified load representation
therefore have no effect on the gas-generator turbine or volume dynamics. Three modes, corresponding to
the pressure states, are outside the bandwidth of interest for the modeling of rotor and propulsion system
dynamics. These modes are well above the second drive-train torsional mode and the rotor blade first in-
plane elastic mode of a typical helicopter. Also, the reduced-order two-state model eigenvalues are seen to
be in good agreement with those of the extracted two-state model. The volume dynamics approximation
is therefore considered to be valid for real-time and nonreal-time engine dynamic modeling.
Effects of Heat-Sink Dynamics
Inclusion of station 4.1 heat-sink effects in the small perturbation model requires the addition of an
extra state. This state, gas temperature at station 4.1, is related to temperature without heat-sink dynamics
by
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Trim
Condition
Mode
NG
NP
1 P3
P41
P45
NG
NP
2 P3
P41
P45
NG
NP
3 P3
P41
P45
5-DOF Model
-2.66
-0.565
-3060.
-2.08
2-DOF Model
-2.69
Reduced-Order
5-DOF Model
-2.81 ......
-0.565
-2.23
-0.565
-2.16
-0.446 -0.446 -0.446
-52.2
-4640.
-4040.
-1.75 -1.82 -1.83
-0.357 -0.357 -0.357
-52.6
-4430.
-4530.
Table 1: Eigenvalues of two extracted perturbation models and the reduced-order model.
T41 rls+ 1
-- = (63)
T41,,, Ks + 1
for small perturbations about trim. The temperature with no dynamics, T41,.j, is a function of the other
five states. For extraction from the nonlinear simulation, T41 dynamics may be expressed in the form
where
AT;_I = --1AT41 + --AT41,.., + 1AT41,_
r2 7-2 7-2
(64)
OT41.., OT41,,, a W I
AT41,_ = _ O:_i Axi + OWl
OT41,_ OT41,_ A l,Vf
,',T,fl,,, = + Owi
During derivative extraction, T41 was held fixed at the trim value and the change in Y'_,l was
determined for each state pe-turbation. The time constants rl and "rEare those values corresponding to the
trim operating condition. The six-degree-of-freedom linear representation is equal to
where
(65)
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G2 =
0
0
0
0
0
a.oT4_.
owl
The model may be expressed in standard state-equation form with the following transformation (as
derived by then).
= A-i + "bW! (66)
where
w
_ = C_ + dWf (67)
A = F?IFz
"_= Fi'1GI + FFi-1G2
C=I
"8= Fi-l O2
Figure 5 illustrates the importance of the use of a station 4.1 heat-sink model. Response is signifi-
cantly slowed compared to the five-degree-of-freedom model. The overall effect of the heat-sink represen-
tation is a larger variation of rotor shaft speed and decreased closed-loop system stability. Analysis-oriented
simulations such as the performance standard component-model program developed by the engine man-
ufacturer also model a heat sink effect at station 4.5. Because its influence was found to be small, the
station 4.5 heat-sink effect is not represented in the real-time model. Figures B7 through B 12 present the
six-degree-of-freedom extracted linear models and three-state extracted models which contain the volume
dynamics approximation for the three flight conditions.
- --7,
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Real-Time Modeling Considerations
The requirement for real-time operation imposes severe requirements on a component model and
its program structure. Real-time component models are by necessity simplified from more sophisticated
component simulations which are used for design or analysis purposes. Although the simplified compo-
nent model is based on the physics of each process within the engine cycle, any detail which is found to
have no significant effect on operation or response must be removed in order to minimize computing time.
The digital implementation of a real-time model is constrained by the intended use of the model and the
capabilities of the processor used. Typical restrictions that have been used in previous real-time models
are the use of third-order polynomial curve fits for nonlinear functions, the use of integer exponents and
square roots only, and allowing no iteration between time steps (ref. 12). Furthermore, because complete
rotorcraft simulations involve considerable computational demands, only a small percentage of the avail-
able computation time can be devoted to the propulsion system. On the positive side, the increasingly
higher computational capabilities of state-of-the-art hardware allows some of the more severe restrictions
to be relaxed. Present implementation restrictions at Ames require a minimum amount of multiple-pass
coding or iteration and the use of the Ames simulation-standard function table processor routines as much
as possible. Also, Ames host computers are operated asynchronous to peripheral hardware such as the
image-generation computers. The time-step size is determined for a given simulation depending on com-
puter speed and the amount of peripheral computer system loading. Simulations must therefore be designed
to be independent of time step size, the only specifiable restrictions being maximum or minimum allowed
values.
The omission of dynamic states results in sets of coupled algebraic equations which describe the
pressures at each station in terms of pressures at the other stations. Because the equations are not linear, they
may not be solved analytically. A real-time simulation must therefore solve the equations using iteration
methods unless a form of preprocessing is used. However, excessive amounts of iteration must be avoided
to limit computational demands. Iteration also results in poor computational efficiency because the time-
step size must be chosen based on the number of iterations needed for the most extreme transient conditions.
Two previously used methods rely on a one-pass iteration scheme to achieve the necessary com-
putational efficiency. They employ fixed-point iteration with a form of convergence technique. Once the
convergence has been verified as adequate, the iteration loop is eliminated and the updated values are used
in the following time interval. A method used at NASA Lewis was developed from hybrid computer ap-
plications (refs. 9 and 10). Convergence of the iteration is forced by inserting a first-order lag with a small
time constant between previously calculated values and values to be used in the next time interval. The
lag may be expressed in the z-domain as
Xn+ 1 K z
-- (68)
• n z -- e -Kat
where the convergence gain, K, is variable, with higher values resulting in faster convergence but with
lower margins of stability. While having the advantages of simplicity and efficiency, the method wc foun¢ _
to give poor results under 1 trge power-transient operation as experienced by small turboshaft engines.
Stability is also lowered under low-power conditions.
The second method (refs. 11 and 12) refines the one-step iteration procedure by using a redundant
continuity equation to obtain a mass-flow error term. This term is then multiplied by a coefficient derived
from a set of predetermined partial derivatives. The resulting value is used in the next time interval as an
acceptable estimate of mass flow. The method has the advantages of speed of calculation and stability over
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a wide rangeof operation.Whenappliedto a largeturbofanengine,thedifferencefrom a full iteration
methodwaslessthanonepercentfor severerampinputs(ref. 11).However,theuserhasnocontrolover
theamountof errorwhich isproduced.Also, achangeof timestepwill directly affectthemagnitudeof the
error.An alternativeapproachwhichallows theuserto specifythe levelof acceptable rrorwastherefore
employed.
Real-Time Iteration Solution
Thereal time iteration solution presented here was found to produce acceptable transient response
while executing in real time on a high-speed computer. It has been executed successfully in conjunction
with the Gen Hel UH-60A simulation using a CDC 7600 computer and an Ames-developed real-time
operating system.
A fixed-point iteration was used to solve the nonlinear algebraic equations. Because multiple passes
are required to determine elements of the Jacobian for quadratic convergence methods, they were found to
involve more computation than linearly convergent methods. The equations were expressed recursively in
the form
x(,_) = f(x(_l) )
The iteration solution is unique and convergent provided that the Lipschitz condition
(69)
If(x(_,)) - f(x(+)l g Llx(_,) - z(+l (70)
is satisfied with a value of the Lipschitz constant, L, less than 1. Convergence of the iteration was controlled
with the use of the successive overrelaxation method. For each iteration, the value of pressure state x was
modified by its previous value.
x(,,) = x(_l) + R ' [f(a:(,_)) - x(_l)] (71)
Values of the relaxation parameter, R, less than 1 cause slower convergence, resulting in greater
stability. A value of R was chosen to allow monotonic convergence over the operating range of the engine.
Two nested algebraic loops are present in the representation of pressures P3 and P41. The outer
loop arises from the calculation of compressor mass flow which is indirectly a function of pressure P3.
The inner loop is a result of the interdependence of pressures across the combustor. The coupled equations
are given by
t53 = 0 = Kv3 •T3 • (WA3 - WA3bt - WA31) (72)
P'41 = 0 = Kv4_ • T41 • (WA31 + Wf - W41) (73)
Because the calculation of compressor flows involves a significant amount of computation, the
outer loop was separated from the inner loop by assuming that the mass flow entering the combustor for a
given interval is approximately equal to the mass flow leaving the compressor in the previous interval.
WA31(,_) ,_ WA3(,_) - WA3b_(,___) (74)
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This outer loop proved to be strongly convergent. This was verified by examining the value of the
Lipschitz constant for extreme transient operating cases. With a sufficiently small time step, one iteration
of the outer loop produces near-equilibrium results. However, the approximation results in a value of
iteration error which is a function of the time step. The time step must therefore be kept as small as
possible to achieve minimum error and acceptable transient response.
The inner loop was then solved iteratively with algebraic equations modified for efficient compu-
tation. An expression for P3 is obtained from the combustor equation.
P32 - P3 • P41 - K_ • T3 • WA312 = 0
Solving for P3, the physically realizable, positive real root corresponds to
(75)
1 (P41+_/P412+4 K,_b T3 WA312)P3= _- • •
From the coupled PAl equation another expression for WA31 is obtained.
(76)
WA31 = W41 - Wf (77)
The combustor equation is then solved for P41. Substituting the above expression for WA31, solving the
choked nozzle equation for W41, and substituting results in the following expression for P41.
K., w,)
P41 = P3 - P3 (78)
A fixed-point iteration was then used to solve the two equations for P3 and P41. The iteration
converges linearly, with a total of eleven arithmetic operations required for each pass. No relaxation algo-
rithm is required for convergence. Under the mostextreme conditions, up to ten iterations may be required
for convergence with less than 0.1 percent error, resulting in a total of 110 arithmetic operations.
Pressure upstream of the power turbine, P45, may be solved independently of the other pressures,
but because it is a nonlinear function of its own value, iterative techniques must be used. The quasi-static
approximation is made by setting the derivative of P45 to zero. The continuity equation relates mass flows
at station 4.5.
P'45 = 0 = Kv45 • T45 • (W41 - W45 + B3B4WA2)
Substituting the expressions for mass flow at station 4.5, the iteration function is given by
(79)
P45 = (W41 + B3B4WA2)v/'ff'_(e .9 (80)
f9 kP45 /
The numerator is a constant over the iteration. A total of four arithmetic operations and one
function-table look-up is used for each iteration. Stability and speed of execution were tested under ex-
treme conditions of an instantaneous step in fuel flow from flight idle to full power. Eight iterations resulted
in an error equal to less than O. 1 percent of the steady-state value.
The iteration method presented offers some advantages over other methods which may involve
preprocessing or altering of volume dynamics. All functional relationships describe physical processes
between thermodynamic or mechanical states of the components. Hence, engine performance can be al-
tered by adjustment of these functions. No preprocessing programs are required. An equilibrium solution
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maybeobtainedwithin aspecifiederrortolerance.Becauseof theopenedcompressormass-flowiteration,
however,responseis dependenton timestep.For theT700implementation,arestrictionon time stepto a
maximumvalueof 10msecwasestablishedbasedonamaximumallowableerrorof 0.1percentbetween
time steps.
Pressure Function Table Solution
A further method is being investigated which has the advantage of removing all real-time iteration,
thereby relaxing the severe time-step size requirements associated with the iteration solution. A prepro-
cessing program is used to tabulate steady-state values of pressure at station 4.1 as a function of fuel flow,
the inlet conditions, temperature at station 4.1, and gas generator speed. Because of the use of the heat-
sink model, station 4.1 temperature must be an independent input to the function table. A table look-up
method is then used in real-time execution. Pressures at stations 3 and 4.5 are determined as functions of
fuel flow and pressure at station 4.1. The method involves no loss of generality. It has been found to be
valid for large time steps, thereby alleviating computer speed requirements and allowing multiple-engine
installations for real-time execution. The major disadvantage is the requirement for storage of the station
4.1 pressure table, which involves thousands of data points. The method also requires the use of a pre-
processing program, thus preventing on-line modification to the compressor mass-flow and turbine-energy
functions.
FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL
The real-time digital implementation of the fuel control system consists of simplified versions of the
ECU and the HMU and models of pressure, temperature, torque, and speed sensors. Collective pitch rig-
ging to the load demand spindle for the UH-60A implementation is also provided. Each of these is modeled
as an explicit entity such that all interfaces between components represent interfaces in the actual control
system. Simplifications were made by eliminating models and control logic which are beyond the scope of
real-time simulation requirements or are not needed because of simplifications to the engine model. Elim-
inated model features include automatic engine start-up capability, fuel control below flight-idle power,
position control of the variable-geometry inlet-guide-vanes, redundancy models, and redundancy model
logic. The complete fuel control system model is presented in Appendix C.
VALIDATION
The model was validated by comparison of static trim performance and dynamic response with
available information, which was provided by GF and NASA Lewis.
Static Trim
Steady-state simulation performance was verified to be within normal limits of operation by com-
parison with data supplied from two computer simulations developed by the engine manufacturer. The GE
status-81 model is a comprehensive analysis-oriented model which is used for detailed representation of the
engine thermodynamic cycle. The GE unbalanced torque model is a simplified model which is optimized
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toreproduceenginedynamicsfor controlsystemdesignpurposes.Mapsof trim characteristicsof thethree
modelsareprovidedin figures6 through8. In all cases,thereal-timemodeldisplaysanacceptablesteady-
stateperformance.Figure6 is aplot of gasgeneratorspeedasa function of fuel flow. The steady-state
operationof thereal-timemodelis boundedby thetwo analysismodelsover therangeof operationexcept
between81and86percentof gasgeneratorspeed.In thisarea,thereal-timemodeltendsto overestimate
fuel consumptionby asmuchasfive percent.At highergasgeneratorspeeds,thereal-timemodeldisplays
thecharacteristicof the GE unbalancedtorquemodel,requiring lessfuel for a given fuel flow than the
GEstatus-81model.Becauseof the limits of thedatasuppliedin thereal-timemodelfunctionalrelations,
themaximum gasgeneratorspeedfor which themodel is valid is 100percent.This is adequatefor the
intendeduseof themodelbecausethefuel control systempreventssteady-stateoperationoutsideof this
range.Figure7 is aplot of horsepowerasafunctionof fuel flow. Thereal-timemodeldisplaysagreement
with thestatus-81modelover theentireoperatingrangeof theengine.Theunbalancedtorquemodelshows
lessavailablehorsepowerfor agivenfuel flow at highpowerlevels. Staticpressureat station3, an input
to thecontrol system,is shownasafunctionof gasgeneratorspeedin figure8. Thesametrendsshownin
figure 6 areseen,with thereal-timemodelshowingcloseragreementwith theunbalancedtorquemodel
overmostof therangeof operation.
A comparisonwith availabledatafrom theexperimentalengineoperatedby NASA Lewis isshown
in tables2 and3. Table2 givesthe ambientconditionsandloadingfor eachtestcondition,andtable 3
givesthe resultingtrim operatingconditionsfor theengineandthereal-timemodel. Theexperimental
engineis aprototypemodelwhich doesnotreproducespecificationengineperformance.Becauseof this,
compressor-mass-flowandturbine-energyfunctionsderivedfromthis testenginewereusedin placeof the
standardfunctionswhichrepresentspecificationperformance.Thesefunctionswere suppliedby NASA
Lewis. For the six cases, the inlet and exhaust conditions, fuel flow, and load conditions were specified
so that internal states could be compared. During the tests, the dynamometer load torque was adjusted to
obtain a specified power turbine speed. The model power turbine speed was allowed to vary in order to
achieve trim with the test load torque. Fair agreement is seen in the medium- and high-power test cases
(cases 3 through 6). The real-time model tends to overestimate power output by a small percentage in all
cases. Internal temperatures and pressures agree very well. At lower power settings, agreement is poorer.
The model overestimates gas generator speed by 4 percent in case 1. Although the model is not valid for
such low power turbine speeds, the major difference seen in these speeds is caused by tile difference in gas
generator speeds and not in the power turbine model.
Dynamic Response
Open loop response was validated by comparison with the GE performance-standard status-81 sim-
ulation. Time history simulation data were provided by GE for large-step fuel flow inputs. The simulated
load was a simple model representing the dynamometer used for testing of the NASA-Lewis experimental
engine. The load is variable, based on a simulated collective-pitch control input which was used to trim
the power turbine at the des'gn speed for a specified fuel flow. Because of differences in sophistic,_aou or
the two simulations in modeiing of off-design power turbine speeds, the power turbine speeds were held
constant by suppressing the NP integration. Output torque was therefore used as a measure of engine
power. Some results are presented in figures 9 and 10.
As shown in figure 9, the two simulations are in close agreement for a step increase from midpower
to high power. Gas generator speed is overestimated by 1 to 2 percent; this is reflected in the trim differ-
ences between the real-time model and the status-81 model in figure 6. Trim values of station 4.1 and 4.5
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Test
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
Wf P2
Ib,_/hr PSIA
140.1 14.37
297.2 14.17
372.0 14.16
458.4 14.09
560.6 14.02
694.4 13.92
T2
oR
516.7
515.6
508.3
508.0
507.2
507.2
P49 Load
Torque
PSIA ft - lb!
14.37 30.1
14.43 90.1
14.46 148.3
14.60 206.5
i4.63 274.3
14.72 360.8
Table 2: Test conditions for NASA-Lewis experimental test engine.
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Test
Case
2
3
4
5
,,,, ,
6
Data
Type
Experimental
engine
Real-time
model
Experimental
engine
Real-time
model
Experimental
engine
Real-time
model
Experimental
engine
Real-time
model
Experimental
engine
Real-time
model
Experimental
engine
Real-time
model
NG
%
65.9
70.0
84.7
86.4
87.7
88.1
90.4
90.7
92.6
92.8
95.9
96.1
NP
%
52.'6
83.8
95.7
100.6
95.7
97.8
95.7
97.3
95.7
98.2
95.7
99.4
WA2 P3
Ib,_/sec PSIA
3.20 58.0
3.59 63.4
5.16 113.1
5.52 119.0
6.16 139.0
6.27 141.7
6.92 16'1'.1
7.00 163.3
7.66 184.8
7.73 186.4
8.50 211.9
8.53 213.8
T3 T45
oR oR
832.0 1413.
855.9 13i2.
1026. 1577.
1043. 1555.
1081. 1626.
1084. 1629.
1127. 1731.
1130. 1734.
1173. 1838.
1178. 1855.
1228. 1974.
1233. 2009.
Table 3: Comparison of real-time model steady-state operation with NASA-Lewis test article. This does
not represent specification T700 performance.
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temperatureareslightly underestimatedby thereal-timeprogram;this is a characteristicof thereal-time
modelwhich wasfound for all validationcases.Outputtorque,station3 staticpressure,andtemperature
responsesarein goodagreement.
Low powerengineperformanceis shownin figure 10,which representsadecreasein fuel flow
to below-idlepower. Gasgeneratordynamicsareaccuratelyrepresented.Otherreal-timemodeloutputs
displaya slightly different dynamiccharacteristic,althoughzerotorqueis reachedfor both simulations
at approximatelythe sametime. The real-timemodel is initially lessresponsive.Undera simplifying
assumption,thereal-time heat-sinkmodelconstantswere madeindependentof the direction of power
change.Additional sophisticationof theheat-sinkrepresentationmaybewarranted.
Closed-looppropulsionsystemresponsewasvalidatedbyincorporatingtheengineandfuel control
systeminto thereal-timeGenHel UH-60A helicoptersimulation.TheNASA-Amesversionof thissimu-
lation is detailedin reference13.This simulationcontainsareal-timeblade-elementmainrotor system,a
Bailey-typetail rotor model,andarigid-shaftdrive trainmodelwith simplifiedrepresentationsof acces-
sorypowerrequirements.A time stepof 14msecwasused;this is atypical valuefor real-timeexecution
of the blade-elementrotor. In orderto meetthe cycling requirementsof the iteration model,the T700
programwasupdatedtwice for eachrotor routinecycle,or onceevery7 msec.Thepower-turbine-speed
degreeof freedomcorrespondsto thatof thedrive trainandrotor hub,andwasthereforeupdatedevery14
msec.Flight testdataobtainedfromreference14wasusedfor correlation.Thisdataconsistsof single-axis
control inputsto avehiclewith all stabilityaugmentationdisabled.Theamplitudesof theinputsaresmall,
typically not morethan15percentof thecontroltravel.
Thecorrelationof secondaryeffectssuchaspropulsionsystemresponsedependsonadequatecor-
relationof thevehicleandrotorsystemresponseswith thetestdata.Althoughtheblade-elementhelicopter
simulationisconsideredto beahigh-fidelity model,differencesdoexistwhich arereflectedin tile engine
andfuel-control-systemresponses.For all comparisons,themodelconfigurationandtestconditionswere
setup tomatchthoseof theflight tests.Timehistoriesof thetest-aircraftcontrolinputswereusedasdirect
inputsto thesimulation.Constantbiaseswereaddedto thecontrolinputsto correctfor smalldiscrepancies
betweenthetestaircraftandthesimulationtrim positions.Thereforethesimulationbeginseachtransient
responsein trim andtheincrementalchangein acontrolinput is identicalto thatof theflight test.Details
of thesimulationcomparisonwith theflight testsaregivenin reference13.
An exampleof a single-axiscollective input at high forward speedis shownin figure 11. The
aircraftat a light grossweightwastrimmedat anequivalentairspeedof 90kts. Collectivetrim is in good
agreementwith thatof theflight test. Powerrequiredby theaircraft is thereforecorrectly representedby
thevehiclesimulation.Theoutputtorqueof bothelaginesis shownby thesecondplot in thefigure;this is
in goodagreementwith testdatafor the initial trim. Thetrendsdisplayedby therotor speedtimehistories
arecorrect. The datasuggestthatthe testaircraftcontainsgreaterloaddemandcompensationthan the
simulation,however,resultingin lessrotor speeddroopafter the initial input. Gasgeneratorspeedand
outputtorquetimehistoriesarealsomoreresponsiveto the initial input. After the input, the testvehicle
andsimulationtimehistoriesdivergedin pitch,with thevehiclereachinga6-degreenose-upattitudeat6
seconds,while thesimulaticuachieveda2-degreenose-upattitude.Theresultof this isarapidly-changing,
mainrotor required-torquewhichpreventsthetestvehiclefrom regainingthetrim rotor speed.
Figure 12showssystemresponseto alateralcyclic control input at anairspeedof 55knots. The
lateralcyclic trim positionis in goodagreementwith thetest,while thecollectivetrim positionis slightly
higherin the simulation. The enginetorqueis thereforehigher. Again, a divergencein pitch attitude
betweenthesimulationandtestdatapreventsadirect comparisonat theendof therun. More rotor-speed
droopis seenin thetestdatain responseto theinitial left cyclic input. Thetorque,gasgeneratorturbine
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speed, and fuel flow time histories suggest that the input causes an increase in torque required by the main
rotor in test which is absent in the vehicle simulation. Rotor speed is shown to agree to within 0.2 percent
over the duration of the run.
An example of high-power operation can be seen in figure 13, which is a 1-inch-down collective
input at hover. In this case, the collective trims do not match well, a result of the simplified vehicle sim-
ulation of rotor downwash impingement on the fuselage and stabilator when in hover (ref. 13). Because
the simulation requires less power, its torque, fuel flow, and gas generator trim values are lower than their
test data counterparts. Trends in the data are reproduced well, however. As in all cases, the simulation
fuel flow appears to be more oscillatory than the test data. This is attributed to the location of the sensor
used in the test vehicle; it was mounted upstream of both engines and therefore did not correctly represent
the fuel flow transients. As in figure 11, there is evidence of greater load demand compensation in the
test, as shown by a slight droop in rotor speed during the input and also in a more-quickly-responding gas
generator speed.
Another high power case is shown without the influences of the load demand compensation in figure
14, which illustrates the propulsion system response to a pedal input. As in all hover cases, the engine
operates at a slightly lower power output because of the incorrect collective-trim position. As shown by
the figure, the pedal trim is correct. Rotor speed changes in the test data appear to be be greater, despite
greater gas-generator speed changes. Changes in power required by the aircraft are therefore probably
greater. After 7.5 seconds, the test vehicle and the simulation had diverged in pitch, resulting in a poor
rotor speed match after this point.
An example of response to a large transient input is shown in figure 15. The test data for this case
were generated by Sikorsky. Control inputs were significant on all four axes, although the primary input
was a lowering of collective from the trim position at 87 knots to the full-down position in one second. This
results in nearly zero-G flight immediately after the input. Because the vehicle stabilator was in an off-
nominal position, large rotor-hub moments cause large-amplitude first-harmonic oscillations in required
torque. The frequency shown by the simulation time history is correct; it is equal to the number of blades
times the rotor rotational frequency. The frequency shown by the test data is not correct. It is an aliased
frequency caused by a large test-data time step. Rotor speed trends are shown to be in good agreement.
The evidence of increased load-demand compensation in the test is again shown by a lack of initial rotor
overspeed in the test data.
Dynamic response of the propulsion system is at a level of fidelity comparable to that of the blade-
element helicopter simulation. Propulsion system damping is slightly greater than that indicated by the test
data, and the load demand compensation is greater in the test data. For cases which are not influenced by
the load demand compensation, rotor speed variations appear to be slightly larger in the test data, although
there is evidence in some instances that changes in torque required by the vehicle are greater than those
requ_ed by the vehicle simulation. All mechanical actuator and sensor nonlinearities were modeled with
lags, transport delays, and hysteresis loops as nrovided by GE. Better correlation may possibly be attained
by modification of these simple models. Greater model sophistication may also be necessary. Additions
may include an explicit variable-geometry guide vane model with dynamics and heat-sink model constants
which are a function of increasing and decreasing power. A small effective lag may be added with the
inclusion of a T45 heat-sink model.
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CONCLUSIONS
As the maneuvering envelope of helicopters is widened for increasingly demanding mission tasks,
the associated large-amplitude transients in aircraft power require high-fidelity modeling of the propulsion
system. The real-time digital simulation of a small turboshaft engine fills this need in pilot-in-the-loop
handling qualities investigations involving such power transients. Applications include real-time studies
of the effect of rotor speed variation on handling qualities, investigations of new fuel control and flight con-
trol methodologies, and simulations of rotorcraft engine degradation and failure. The model adequately
reproduces trim performance over the complete flight-power operating range as well as dynamics associ-
ated with changing load conditions. Engine degradation is easily modeled by modifying compressor or
turbine flow and energy functions. The digital fuel control system model is separate and may be modified
or replaced depending on user requirements.
Validation results suggest that the static and dynamic fidelity of the model is within the limits of the
fidelity of current rotorcraft simulations. The modeling of high-speed dynamics which represent changes
of mass flow between the internal control volumes was found to be unnecessary. Several refinements were
found to be necessary to obtain correct propulsion system response, however. These include estimates of
heat transfer to the engine components downstream of the combustor, estimates of losses between the power
turbine outlet and the engine exhaust, power-turbine-speed damping, and sensor and actuator dynamics and
nonlinearities.
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APPENDIX A
T700 ENGINE MODEL CONSTANTS AND FUNCTION TABLES
Model constants and functional relationships specific to the TT00-GE-700 engine are given below.
Table A.1
T700 Engine Constants
Constant Value I Units
HVF
JGT
18300.0
gbl
0.0445
Jr,r 0.062
0.7826
gb3
gdamp
Kd_
i_H2
0.0025
0.06854
0.03045
0.239
Btu/Ib,_
ft • lb/ • sec 2
ft • Ib! • sec 2
nondimensional
nondimensional
ft. lbl . sec/rad
lb} . sec 2 /Ib_ . in 4 • de9 1:l
Btu/lb_, . deg R
KH3a 0.2496 Btu/lb,, . deg R
KH32 -8.4 Btu/Ib,_
KH411 0.3010 BtuLlb_ • deg R
KH412 -86.905 Btu/lb,_
KH45 0.9623 nondimensional
gpa3 0.956 nondimensional
Kqc_ 0.71 nondimensional
Kqc2 0.29 nondimensional
KT411 3.322 lb,_ • deg R/ Btu
KT41_ 288.7 .deg R
KT45_ 3.519 lb,_ • deg R/Btu
KT452 179.1 deg R
KT491 3.516 lb,_ . deg R/Btu
KT492 172.3 deg R
KTH411 0.0018326 1/deg R
KTtt412 0.0856 nondimensional
KTH45, 0.0018326 1/deg R
0.0856KTH4_
Kv3 0.97
Kv41 6.17
Kv45 13.63
0.0876
44700.0
20900.0
KWGT
NG_,
NP s
TOr4_ 0.29
nondimensional
lb//in 2 • lb,_ • deg R
lb//in 2 •lbm. deg R
lbl/in 2 • Ib,_ • deg R
Ib,_. ir_ fib/. sec
rpm
rpm
lb_ . sec_ /deg R_
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Figure A7.- T700 real-time model function f7--gas-generator turbine energy.
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Figure AS.- 'I"700 real-time model function fs--power turbine energy.
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APPENDIX B
LINEAR MODELS
Small-perturbation linear models for three trim conditions are given below. The two- and three-
degree-of-freedom models approximate the dynamics between the control volumes to be instantaneous;
the five- and six-degree-of-freedom models contain complete dynamics. The heat-sink model is contained
in the three- and six-degree-of-freedom models.
TABLE B.1
SMALL-PERTURBATION MODEL TRIM CONDITIONS
Trim Condition 1 ° 2 b [ 3 c
Aircraft weight, Ib,_ 16825. 16825. 16825.
CG station, in 355.0 355.0 355.0
CG waterline, in 248.2 248.2
CG buttline, in
Equivalent airspeed, kts
Flightpath angle, deg
Altitude, ft
Required torque (ref. hub), ft • Ib!
Engine torque (ref. shaft), ft • lb[
Horsepower per engine
Power turbine speed, rpm
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
32865.
229.0
911.1
0.0
Gas Generator Speed, rpraM
80.0
0.0
0.0
20747.
138.9
552.6
248.2
0.0
80.0
-7.08
0.0
10792.
76106
302.6
20895. 20895. 20895.
41638. 39768. 38072.
Fuel flow per engine, lb_/hr 476.3 349.3 267.7
P2, PSIA 14.696 14.696 14.696
T2, de9 R 518.67 518.67 518.67
P,3, PSIA 176.34 142.13 114.27
P41, PSIA 174.28 140.26 112.77
T41, deg R 2292. 2102. 1982.
P45, PSIA 37.42 30.66 25.54
T45, deg R 1632. 1501. 1424.
_Trim condition 1: hover
bTrim condition 2: level flight at 80 knots
_Trim condition 3:1000 ft/min descending flight at 80 knots
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-0.2693 E + 1 0.0000E + 0 ]A= .3865E+0 - .565 +0 J
0.1296E+6 ]= .2105 5
Figure B 1. - 2 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 1.
A
-0.4474 E + 1
-0.2444E- 1
0.7524 E + 0
0.0000E+ 0
0.1063E + 1
0.0000E + 0
-0.5650 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
-0.6928 E + 3
-0.4128E + 2
-0.4230 E + 3
0.4115E + 4
-0.2695E + 3
0.1462E+ 4
0.3302E+ 2
0.4071E + 3
-0.4526 E + 4
0.8101E+ 3
-0.2942 E + 4
0.2321E + 3
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
-0.3063E + 4
0.8238 E + 5
0.6174E + 4
b= 0.0000E+ 0
0.1891E+ 6
0.4021E + 5
Figure B2. ' 5 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 1.
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-0.2233E+1 0.0000E+0 ]A= .3128 0 - .4461 ]
0.1663E + 5
Figure B3. - 2 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 2.
A
-0.3659E + 1
0.1283E- 1
0.6340 E + 0
0.0000E+ 0
0.8461E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
-0.4461 E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
-0.6173E + 3
-0.2898 E + 2
-0.4090 E + 3
0.3898 E + 4
-0.2551E + 3
0.1107E+ 4
0.2551E + 2
0.3899 E + 3
-0.4287 E + 4
0.9497 E + 3
-0.1548E + 4
0.1825E+ 3
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
-0.4038E + 4
0.8411E + 5
0.4888E + 4
0.0000E + 0
0.1882E + 6
0.4221E + 5
Figure B4. - 5 degree-of-freedom model for aim condition 2.
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-0.1816E+1 0.0000E+0 ]A= .3615E+0 - .3567E+0
0.1531E+6 ]= . 4 5 5
Figure B5. - 2 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 3.
A
-0.3696E + 1
0.3555 E - 1
0.7624 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.6997 E + 0
0.0000E+ 0
-0.3567E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
-0.5959 E + 3
-0.1940E + 2
-0.3989E + 3
0.3803E + 4
-0.2619E + 3
0.9809 E + 3
0.1774E+ 2
0.3783 E + 3
-0.4179 E + 4
0.1000E + 4
-0.1034 E + 4
0.1690E + 3
0.0000 E + 0
0.00O0E + 0
-0.4431E + 4
0.8525 E + 5
0.3436 E + 4
0.0000E + 0
0.1876 E + 6
0.4496 E + 5
Figure B6. - 5 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 3.
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A-0.1618E+ 1
0.5569 E + 0
0.5148E- 1
0.0000E + 0
-0.5650E + 0
0.0000 E + 0 0.1472E+ 2 ]
0.2432 E + 1
-0.9891E + 0
0.8500E+5 ]
0.1362E + 5
-0.3011 E + 4
0.0000E+ 0 ]
0.0000 E + 0
0.5294 E + 4
Figure B7. - 3 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 1.
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A-0.4474 E + I
-0.2444 E - 1
0.7524 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.1063E + 1
-0.2659 E + 2
0.0000 E + 0
-0.5650 E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000E + 0
-0.1419E+ 3
0.0000 E + 0
-0.4230E + 3
0.5252 E + 4
0.0000E+ 0
0.1984E + 6
0.9129E + 3
-0.7748E + 1
0,4071E + 3
-0.5653E + 4
0.5445 E + 3
-0.2118E+ 6
-0.2942 E + 4
0.2321E + 3
0.0000E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
-0.3063 E + 4
0.0000 E + 0
0.1049E + 2
0.7867 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.2229 E + 2
0.5123E + 1
0.7785 E + 3
0.5533E + 5
0.4147 E + 4
0.0000E + 0
0.1316E+ 6
0.2701E + 5
0.4600 E + 7
m
d--
O.O000E+ 0
O.O000E+ 0
O.O000 E + 0
O.O000 E + 0
O.O000 E + 0
0.5271E + 4
Figure B8. - 6 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 1.
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A _.
-0.1305E+ 1
0.4215E + 0
0.3364 E - 1
0.0000E + 0
-0.4461E + 0
0.0000E + 0 0.1439E+2 1
0.1596E+ 1
-0.8622 E + 0
0.9239 E + 5
0.1030E + 5
-0.2673 E + 4
0.0000E+ 0 ]
_= 0.0000E+0
0.6076 E + 4
Figure B9. - 3 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 2.
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Z-0.3659E + 1
0.1283E- I
0.6340E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.8461E + 0
-0.2279 E + 2
0.0000E + 0
-0.4461E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
-0.1185E+ 3
0.0000E + 0
-0.4090E + 3
0.4909 E + 4
-0.4315 E + 1
0.1889E+ 6
0.6127E + 3
-0.3099E + 1
0.3899E + 3
-0.5287 E + 4
0.7010E + 3
-0.2017E+ 6
-0.1548E+ 4
0.1825E+ 3
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
-0.4038 E + 4
0.0000E + 0
0.8968E + 1
0.5212E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.1868E + 2
0.4501 E + 1
0.6630 E + 3
0.5425 E + 5
0.3153E + 4
0.0000E + 0
0.1260E + 6
0.2722 E + 5
0.4473E + 7
c-[I]
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.6048 E + 4
Figure B 10. - 6 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 2.
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A ...
-0.7428 E + 0
0.4617 E + 0
0.1659E- 1
0.0000E + 0
-0.3567 E + 0
0.0000E + 0 0.1217E+ 2 ]
0.1130E + 1
-0.8819E + 0
0.9056E+5 ]
= 0.8540 E + 4
-0.3507E + 4
0.0000E+ 0 1
0.0000E + 0
0.7076 E + 4
Figure B 11. - 3 degree-of-freedom model for aim condition 3.
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A-0.3696E + 1
0.3555 E - 1
0.7624 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.6997 E + 0
-0.3040 E + 2
0.0000 E + 0
-0.3567 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
-0.1143E + 3
0.0000 E + 0
-0.3989E + 3
0.4767 E + 4
-0.7397 E + 1
0.2036 E + 6
0.5044E + 3
-0.1431E+ 1
0.3783E + 3
-0.5133E+ 4
0.7474E + 3
-0.2172 E + 6
-0.1034 E + 4
0.1690E + 3
0.0000E + 0
0.0000E + 0
-0.4431 E + 4
0.0000 E + 0
0.7507 E + 1
0.3025 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.1544E + 2
0.3959E + 1
0.6080 E + 3
0.5287 E + 5
0.2131E+ 4
0.0000E + 0
0.1210E + 6
0.2789 E + 5
0.4767 E + 7
C-Ill
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.0000E + 0
0.0000 E + 0
0.7044 E + 4
Figure B 12. - 6 degree-of-freedom model for trim condition 3.
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APPENDIX C
T700 FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL
The real-time model of the T700-GE-700 fuel control system is given below.
T700 Fuel Control System Variables and Constants
AWFP
B4
B6
BWFP
CB
CE
CH
CLMV
CLLDS
CNTL
CORR
CR
C7"2
CT7
CT9
CT12
CT13
CT14
CT16
HMU deceleration schedule gain, lb,_ • in 2 lib . hr . %
ECU nonlinear NP-loop-gain circuit (discrete switch)
ECU speed error gain
HMU deceleration schedule bias, lb,_ • in 2/lb¢ • hr
ECU error threshold for additional NP governing gain, percent NP
ECU load-share-authority upper limit, percent NP
hysteresis of gas-generator speed sensor, percent NG
metering-valve lag time constant, sec
load-demand-spindle lag time constant, sec
lag time constant for gas-generator-speed sensor, sec
threshold for nonlinear NP-loop-gain circuit
engine torque-level threshold for nonlinear NP loop gain circuit
lag time constant for ECU governor, sec
lag time constant for ECU load-share circuit, sec
ECU T4.5-compensation lag time constant, sec
lag time constant for ECU governor, sec
lag time constant for ECU governor-rate compensation, sec
lag time constant for ECU governor-rate compensation, sec
lag time constant for ECU proportional-plus-integral compensation, sec
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CTPL
CTPS3
DBIAS
DWFP
DWFPL
ET45
HMUSEL
KNDRP
NG
NGREF
P45
PAS
PCNG
PCNGI
PCNGHL
PCNP
PCPRF
PNG
PS3
PS3 HYS
lag time constant for power turbine speed sensor, sec
lag time constant for compressor static-discharge pressure sensor, sec
lower limit and bias for ECU load share authority, percent NP
fuel flow command for HMU load-demand spindle, lb,_. in 2/Ibf • hr
fuel flow command for HMU load-demand spindle including dynamics,
lb,_ • in 2/Ibf. hr
T4.5 error signal, deg R
Wf/P,3 demand after limiting by idle, acceleration, and deceleration
cams, Ib,_ • in2 /Ibf . hr
droop line slope, A(Wf/P,3) /APCNG, lbm • ir_ /lbf . hr • percent
rotational speed of compressor and gas generator, rpm
NG reference speed in percent of design speed, percent NG
total pressure at power turbine inlet, ibf/in z
angle of power available spindle, deg
rotational speed of compressor and gas generator in percent
of design speed, percent NG
set point value of gas generator speed determined by idle schedule, percent NG
gas generator speed including sensor dynamics and hysteresis, percent NG
rotational speed of power turbine in percent of design speed, percent NP
reference rotational speed of pc ver turbine as set by cockpit control, percent NP
set point value of gas generator speed determined by load demand-
compensation circuit, percent NG
compressor static discharge pressure, Ibf/in z
compressor discharge-pressure-sensor hysteresis, Ibf/in 2
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I
J
!
! b
PS3 L
SPDER
SPDG
SPDS1
SPDSF
SPDSP
SPDSS
T2
T8
T10
Tll
T17
T45
T45 COR
T45 E
T45 EL
T45 L
T45 REF
TAU45
TL1
TL2
compressor discharge pressure including sensor dynamics and hysteresis,
Ibl/in 2
ECU speed error signal, percent NP
ECU trim-demand signal, volts
ECU compensated speed error signal, volts
ECU speed error signal with governor dynamics; input to ECU error
selector logic, volts
ECU compensated trim-demand signal, volts
ECU trim-demand signal before compensation, volts
inlet temperature, deg R
lead-time constant for ECU T4.5 limiter compensation, sec
lag-time constant for ECU T4.5 limiter compensation, sec
lead-time constant for ECU governor, sec
lag-time constant for ECU load share, sec
power turbine inlet temperature, T4.5, deg R
ECU T4.5 thermocouple harness correlation bias, deg R
measured T4.5, deg R
T4.5 sensed by ECU thermocouple harness, deg R
measuredT4.5 with harness dynamics, deg R
reference constant used as maximum T4.5 limit, deg R
T4.5 harness t!me-constant which varies based on station 4.5 flow
parameter and T4.5, sec
lag-time constant 1 for ECU load-share torque sensor, sec
lag-time constant 2 for ECU load share torque sensor, sec
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TLGE
TMDB
TMGN
TMLG
TMLVG
TMRU
TORQ45
TRQER
TRQL
TSIG
W45
W45R
WF
WFIDM
WFIRF
WFMAX
WFMIN
WFMV
WFPAC
T4.5-harness time constant, sec
HMU torque motor deadband, ma
HMU torque motor sensitivity, in/ms • sec
HMU torque motor linkage gain, lb_ • in 2/Ibf • hr • in
HMU torque motor LVDT feedback gain, volts/in
Wf/P,3 trim signal from torque motor based on ECU trim signal,
lb._ • in 2/Ibf. hr
power turbine torque (identical to QPT), ft. IbI
sensed torque error between two engines operating in parallel, ft • Ibf
sensed power-turbine output torque, ft - Ibf
compensated T4.5 error signal; input to ECU error selector logic, volts
power-turbine-inlet mass flow rate, Ib./hr
power turbine flow parameter
fuel flow, Ib_/sec
minimum value of Wf/P.3 demand regardless of all other commands,
Ib,_ . in 2/Ibf. hr
set point value of Wf / P_3 determined by idle schedule, lb._ • in 2 /lbf • hr
maximum available fuel flow; represents maximum aperture
in metering valve, Ibm/hr
minimum available fuel flow; represents minimum flow stop
in metering valve, Ib./hr
fuel flow required by HMU; results from multiplication of WffP_3
and P.3 via mechanical linkage, lb./hr
maximum value of Wf/P.3 demand during acceleration transients;
prevents compressor stall, Ib_ • in 2/Ibf. hr
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WFPDC minimum value of Wf/P.3 demand during deceleration transients;
prevents engine flameout, lb.,. in2/lbf, hr
W F P DC H maximum limit on Wf / P,3 demand during deceleration, Ib,. . in2 / Ibf • h r
WFPDCL
WFPDM
WFPRF
WFPTP
WFQPS3
XCPC
X HILIM
XKINTG
XKPROP
XLDHYS
XLDSA
XLDSH
XLOLIM
XQLO
VHILIM
YLOLIM
ZHILIM
ZK1
ZK3
minimum limit on Wf/P.3 demand during deceleration, Ib,,,. in2/lbf • hr
commanded Wf/P.3 signal before limiting selector logic, lb.,. in 2/Ibf. hr
maximum available Wf/P.3 signal; set by power available spindle,
lb,_ . in =/Ibf. hr
Wf / P,3 topping signal, lb,, . in 2/lb I • hr
set point value of Wf/P,3 determined by load demand compensation
circuit, Ib,_ • in 2/Ibf. hr
helicopter collective pitch position in percent of maximum, percent
torque motor maximum limit, in/sec
ECU proportional-plus-integral compensation integral-path gain
ECU proportional-plus-integral compensation proportional-path gain
load demand spindle hysteresis, deg
load demand spindle angle, deg
load demand spindle angle with hysteresis, deg
torque motor minimum limit, in/sec
load share error input, percent NP
engine torque-integrator maximum limit for nonlinear NP loop gain circuit
engine torque-integrator minimum limit for nonlinear NP loop gain circuit
ECU proportional-plus-integral compensation integrator maximum limit
NP loop additional proportional gain for ECU governor rate compensation
used during high power operation
ECU T4.5 compensation-circuit gain
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ZK5
ZK7
ZK8
ZK9
ZKIO
ZLOLIM
ECU governor-rate-compensation loop gain
NP loop proportional gain for ECU governor rate compensation
ECU load-share-path gain
speed error trim gain for ECU governor rate compensation
additional gain loop for ECU governor rate compensation for errors greater
than the absolute value of CB
ECU proportional-plus-integral compensation integrator minimum limit
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Table C.1
T700 Fuel Control System Constants
Constant
AWFP
B6
BWFP
CB
CE
CH
CLMV
CLLDS
CNTL
CORR
Value
0.05909
1.0
-3.927
0.75
Units
lb,_ • in 2/lb I • hr. %
nondimensional
lb,, • in 2/lbf. hr
%NP
13.21 % NP
0.05 % NG
0.03 sec
0.2 sec
0.025 sec
2010 .... nondimensional
CR 20.0 nondimensional
CT2 0.088 sec
1.0 sec
r,,
0.010 sec
0.088 aec
1.0 sec
0.10 sec
CT7
CT9
CT12
CT13
CT14
CT16 1.0 sec
CTPL 0.010 sec
CTPS3 0.010 sec
DBIAS 3.25
K N D RP 0.25
NGREF 101.0
PS3 HYS 0.375
T8 0.40 sec
T10 0.050 sec
Tll 0.87 sec
7'17 0.010 sec
%NP
lb,n . in 2 /lb[ . hr. %
%NG
tb/l in2
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Table C.1 Concluded
T700 Fuel Control System Constants
Constant Value Units
T45 COFI 11.0 °R
T45 REF 2004.0 °R
TL1 0.010 sec
TL2 0.010 sec
TLGE 0.077 sec
TMDB 2.0 ma
TMGN
TMLG
TMLVG
0.0159
84.0
55.0
in/ms • 8ec
Ib_ • in2 /lb/ • hr. in
volts in
WFMAX 785.0 Ib,,/hr
WFMIN 65.0
WFPDCH
WFPDCL
2.10
1.45
O.0787XHILIM
lbm/hr
Ib,, . inZ /ibs . hr
Ib,_ . in2 /lb/ • hr
in/sec
X KINTG 0.18 nondimensional
X KPROP 0.20 nondimensional
XLDHYS 2.5 deg
X LO L I M -0.0427 in/ sec
YHILIM 40.0 nondimensional
YLOLIM 0.0 nondimensional
ZHILIM 3.5 nondimensional
Z K 1 1.7 nondimensional
ZK3 0.045 n0ndimensional
ZK5 0.40 nondimensional
Z K7 0.30 nondimensional
ZK8 0.231 nondimensional
Z K9 0.625 nondimensional
ZK 10 0.375 nondimensional
ZLOLI3)I - 1.0 nondimensional
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TORQ45
XQLO
PC 1
CTPL$ + 1
PCPRF
_I LOAD SHARESPEED TRIM
I .0,1.
T45 r THERMOCOUPLE
HARNESS
-J DYNAMICS
GOVERNOR RATE joru_j GOVERNOR
COMPENSATION I-_ DYNAMICS
T45REF
T45EL +_- ET45 _ TEMPERATURE TSIG TCO NSATION
SPDSF
MAXIMUM
ERROR
SELECTOR ._..S._PDSS
PROPORTIONAl.] SPDG
PLUS INTEGRALJ-_-_(_
COMPENSATION I
TORQ45 _ 1ENGINE 1 TLls + 1
Figure C1.- TT00 electrical control unit (ECU).
._ 1TL2s + 1
TRQL
TRQL
ENGINE 2
ONE ENGINE
IMPLEMENTATION
J,
TRQER
DBIAS
CT7s I T17s + 1
-..,..,
DBIAS
XQLO ,,..=
ENGINE
Figure C2.- T700 ECU load-share speed trim.
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SPDER
"1 CT14s + 1
CR 4 CORR
TRQL
YHILIM
YLOLIM
V
Figure C3.- T700 ECU governor rate compensation.
+ SPDS1
SPDS1
_l T11s+1 ICT2s + 1
v
CT12s + 1
SPDSF
Figure C4.- T700 ECU governor dynamics.
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T45
T45COR
+++_ T45E 1
TLGEs + 1
P45
W45
T45L
wl/
i_ W45R __
Figure C5.- T700 ECU thermocouple harness.
1
TAU45$ + 1
TAU45
T45EL
ET45
d ZK3 1 _ T8=+1
_1 CT9s + 1 T10s + 1 TSIG
Figure C6.- T45 compensation.
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SPDSS
=r XKPROP
XKINTG I
ZHILIM
ZLOLIM
SPDSP
v
CT16s + 1
Figure C7.- T700 ECU proportional plus integral (P+I) compensation.
•.o_ Io___lz_o_,_
180
Figure C8.- P+I integrator limit logic.
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T2
NG
PAS
XLDSA
TOPPING LINE WFPTP PCNGHLJ DECELERATION
SCHEDULE i X_ SCHEDULE
\--
__ NGREF __
_P1 SP,NDLE I " I--
I'NPU"SCHEDULE1 L
LOAD DEMAND
SPINDLE
INPUT
SCHEDULE
[
SPDG | TORQUE MOTOR
1l DYNAMICS ANDCOMPENSATION
(FROM ECU)
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H DYNAMICS J_+l +
TMRU
WFPDC
-[
SELECTOR
LOGIC
WFIDM
PS3L PS3
SENSOR PS3
FUEL
METERING
VALVE
SCHEDULE C L
IDLE T_SCHEDULE
Figure C9.- "I"700 hydromechanical control unit (HMU).
-0.44
0.045 + 1
0.2s + 1
-31.0 TMDB XHILIM
J: lrl
TMDB XLOLIM
Figure C10.- T700 torque motor dynamics and compensation.
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Ps3 ..1 1 I
"l CTPS3s+ 1 I
PS3HYS
Figure C11.- Compressor static discharge pressure sensor.
DWFP
J 1 [ DWFPL
i,=
CLLDSs + 1
Figure C12.- Load demand (fuel flow command) dynamics.
5.34 XLDHYS
XCPC + + XLDSA XLDSH
Figure C 13.- Collective pitch to load demand spindle rigging (UH-60A Black Hawk implementation).
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T2 =_ WFPTP
Figure C14.- Topping line schedule.
NG
CH
1
CNTLs + 1 PCNGHL
w-
Figure C15.- NG spool sensor dynamics.
PAS __ WFPRF
Figure C16.- Power available spindle input schedule.
XLDSH
NGREF
i •
[__ WFQPS3 _* +(
+)
Figure C17.- Load demand spindle input schedule.
DWFP
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WFPDM
WFIDM
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-I !:
SELECT
MAX
WFPAC
J
SELECT
MIN
WFPDC
SELECT
MAX
Figure C 18.- Limit selector logic.
HMUSEL
L_
WFMAX
WFMIN
CLMVs + 1 e-0.015 s
TRANSPORT
DELAY
Figure C19.- Fuel flow metering valve.
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T2 I _1_ WFIRF
PCNGHL
L,,
v\
WFIDM) -_
Figure C20.- idle schedule.
T2PCNGHL WFPAC
Figure C21.- Acceleration schedule.
AWFP
BWFP
WFPDCH
-4:r
WFPDCL
Figure C22.- Deceleration schedule.
WFPDC
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Figure C23.- T700 real-time model function FEcl--ECU thermocouple sensor time constant.
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Figure C24.- T700 real-tlme model function JP/./blrl--HMU topping line schedule.
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Figure C25.- T?00 real-time model function F,vu2--HMU power-available input schedule.
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function 1.
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function 2.
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Figure C28.- T700 real-time model function FHus_H1VIU idle-schedule function 1.
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Figure C29.- T700 real-time model function F_u6--HMU idle-schedule function 2.
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